We prove that the distributional communication complexity of the predicate "disjointness" with respect to à very simple measure îï inputs is Ùï).
"disjointness".
Probably alllower bounds for Ñã(À) known prior to the paper [2] were actually lower bounds for the distributional complexity De(A I Jl) with some suitable measure Jl. But the proof in [2] involves complicated arguments related to the Kolmogorov complexity and this results in the fact that the measure Jl implicitly "nieant" in the proof depends on the protocol given Üó "the adversary".
ÒÜå aim of this note is to show that the "random coupling" arguments of Kalyanasundaram and Schnitger can Üå carried over to yield the lower bound De(DISIi I Jl ) ;:::: Ï( ï) for à very simple measure Jl described below (this does not contradict the result from [ 1] since our Jl is not à product measure ). ÒÜå proof involves only classical probabilistic arguments and does not appeal to the Kolmogorov complexity.
ÒÜå result
We will identify throughout binary predicates and their characteristic 0-1 matrices. Given à predicate À(õ, ó) (ÕÅÕ, ÓÅ Ó), the e-error distributional complexity De(A I Jl) under à probabilistic measure Jl îï inputs (i.e., on Õ õ Ó) is the minimal possible length of à deterministic communication protocol which, given the random input (õ, ó) according to the measure Jl, outputs àõó with probability at least 1-å [4, 1] Proofofmain lemma. We òàó assume ï=4ò-1 and, therefore, Ixl=lyl=m. First we need à somewhat exotic way of generating random inputs (Õo,Óo) and (Õl'Ól). Namely, let t :=(Zx, Zy, { i} ) üå the random partition of [ï] into three sets of cardinalities 2ò-1, 2ò-1 and 1, respectively. Let õ üå the random member of[zxu{i} ]ò,ó Üå the random member of [Zyu{ i} ]ò (õ andy are assumed to Üå independent). Let (õo, óo) üå this (õ, ó) under the condition iôx, iôy and (Õl,Ól) Üå (õ,ó) under the condition iEX, iEy. Note that °ur construction is invariant under the action ofthe symmetric group Sn; therefore, we obtain in this way the random inputs corresponding to the uniform distributions on {(õ, y)llxl=lyl=m, Ixnyl=0} and {(õ,ó) Ilxl=lyl=m, Ixnyl= l},i.e.,exactly(xo,Yo) and (õ 1, ó 1) used in the definition of.è (itis also easy to see that (õ, ó) coincides with °ur main distribution but we will not need this fact in what follows).
Given à partition t = (zx, Zy, { i} ), set We now collect some easy facts about these random variabIes. where S is the random member ofS. So, if(zx, zy,{i}) is x-bad then, Üó (1),
i.e., P 
